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New protocol and training on the scanning of ROPs

This is to announce training and implementation for a new, mandatory protocol governing
scanning of records of proceedings (ROPs) at the Board, effective February 19, 2004.
In our current environment of deadlines and tight time frames for processing and retrieval of
records at the Board, it has become increasingly important to be able to track and locate records
of proceedings on a moment's notice. Barcode scanning and inventories have assisted greatly in
this regard, but more can be done to make record tracking and retrieval fast and dependable.
Accordingly, beginning Thursday, February 19, we will be following a new standard procedure
for scanning files at the Board. Generally, the new scanning protocol involves scanning "out"
as well as scanning "in," and includes most attorneys as well as clerks and support staff.
Adherence to the procedures in the new scanning protocol will be required of all BIA
employees. Details will be found in the copy of the protocol accompanying this memorandum.
The table of contents should direct you easily to the portion of the protocol most relevant to you.
Mandatory training on procedures for the scanning of files, and on the new protocol, will be
provided Tuesday through Thursday February 17, 18, 19, 2004, in the BIA Conference Room.
Each training session will last approximately 15 minutes, plus time for questions & answers.
Details on scheduling will be provided by the trainers, Lillian Ortiz, Wendy Ikezawa, and Hope
Holiona, in due course. Many thanks to Lillian, Wendy, and Hope for drafting the protocol and
associated scanning aids, and arranging and executing this training.
If you have questions concerning the new protocol or the training, please contact your
supervisor. Thank you
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SCANNING PROTOCOL

Purpose

In light of the increased movement of cases , EVERYONE at the Board of
Immigration Appeals must now be responsible for the scanning of case files.
Scanning is an essential tool for identifying the location of ROPs and is used by
many different people within the BIA for various reasons, including the tracking of
ROPs for parties within and outside the BIA, the filing of correspondence (e.g. ,
motions , change of address/attorney representation forms , extension requests,
supplemental briefs) , responding to FOIA requests , and associating files which have
been separated. The rapid movement of cases has greatly increased the risk of
losing an ROP. An ROP scanned to you is considered your responsibility. An ROP
scanned out from you removes it from your general area of responsibility.
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Policy

Everyone at the Board of Immigration Appeals is responsible for assuring that each
ROP is scanned "out" and "in". Therefore, we are instituting the following Scan
OuUScan In Protocol for the scanning of all cases .
✓

There will be no exception to this policy.

To assist in the implementation of this scanning protocol the following pages provide
guidance for use in particular situations.
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ATTORNEY SCANNING PROTOCOL
Scan Out

•

When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location where you are sending it,
or to the person to whom you are sending it.*
- When giving an ROP to a legal assistant for typing or revision, scan it to that legal
assistant/location.
- When placing an ROP into circulation, scan the ROP to the circulation location.
- When moving an ROP to your supervisor's desk or forwarding it to anyone,
scan it to that person .

Scan In

•

When receiving an ROP, scan it to yourself.*
'

- When you receive an ROP from an attorney manager, legal assistant or
supervisory legal assistant after assignment, typing, or revision, scan it to yourself.
- When receiving an ROP from anyone (Board Member, Clerk's Office, your
supervisor, etc.), scan it to yourself.
Flexiplacers

•
•

When you take an ROP home, scan it to your home.
When you return an ROP to the office, scan it to your office .

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF
T FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.

If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.

--------------------------------------------------

* Subject to screening panel procedure where administrative staff scan the ROPs (see page 6).
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SUPERVISORY LEGAL ASSISTANT SCANNING
Scan Out
•

When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location/person to which you are
sending it.
- When returning an ROP to an attorney after assigning, typing, or revising,
scan it to the attorney.
- When moving an ROP to a legal assistant's desk, scan it to that legal assistant.
- When ROPs are placed into circulation, scan the ROPs to the appropriate
circulation location.
- When moving an ROP to an attorney manager's desk or forwarding it to anyone
else, scan it to that person .
- When forwarding an ROP to the Clerk's Office for continued processing,
scan it to the appropriate Clerk's Office team and team leader.
- When forwarding a case to another building, scan it to the appropriate
person/location.

Scan In
•

- When receiving an ROP, scan it to yourself.
- When picking up an ROP for assignment, scan it to yourself.
- When picking up an ROP for typing, scan it to yourself.
- When an attorney returns an ROP to you for revision, scan it to yourself.

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF
T FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.
If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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LEGAL ASSIST ANT SCANNING PROTOCOL

Scan Out

•

When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location/person to which you are
sending it.
- When returning an ROP to an attorney after assigning, typing, or revising it,
scan it to the attorney.
- When moving an ROP to your supervisor's desk or forwarding it to anyone else,
scan it to that person .

Scan In

•

When receiving an ROP , scan it to yourse lf.
- When picking up an ROP for assignment, scan it to yourself.
- When picking up an ROP for typing, scan it to yourself.
- When an attorney returns an ROP to you for revision, scan it to yourself.

Flexiplacers

•
•

When you take an ROP home, scan it to your home.
When you return an ROP to the office, scan it to your office.

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF BOTH FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.

If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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SCREENING PANEL (P3) ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SCANNING PROTOCOL
Scan Out
•

When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location/person where you are
sending it.
- When moving an ROP to a Board Member's office, scan it to "Screening Board
Member" (Responsible Party) location .
- When moving an ROP to your supervisor's desk or forwarding it to anyone else,
scan it to that person.
- When returning an ROP to the Clerk's Office for quality problem or continued
processing, scan it to the appropriate Clerk's Office team and team leader.
- When returning a completed ROP to the Clerk's Office for break down, scan it to
"SP Transit to CO" (Responsible Party) .

Scan In
•

When receiving an ROP:
- When receiving a RUSH ROP, scan/assign to staff attorney.
- When receiving a regular ROP, scan to Screening Panel (Panel 3) cabinets.
- When receiving an ROP from anyone (Board Member, Clerk's Office, Screening
Panel, your supervisor, etc.), scan it to yourself.

Flexiplacers
•
•

When you take an ROP home, scan it to your home.
When you return an ROP to the office, scan it to your office.

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF
T FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.
If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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BOARD MEMBER SECRETARY SCANNING PROTOCOL

Scan Out
•
When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location/person where you are
sending it.

- When forwarding an ROP to a Board Member for adjudication, scan it to that
Board Member's office.
- When you have completed revisions on a blue-slipped case, scan the ROP back
to the Board Member who requested the revision.
- When moving a signed case to the SIGNED CASES credenza, scan it to the
credenza.
-When handling greenslips: Tower: Scan the greenslipped ROP to the assigned
staff attorney and forward ROP to the greenslip credenza. Building One: scan the
greenslipped ROP to the assigned staff attorney and forward the ROP to the team
leader. For J-panel paralegals: scan and send the greenslipped ROP to the
paralegal supervisor.
- When forwarding an ROP to a Senior Legal Advisor or attorney manager (other
than through a greenslip), scan the ROP to the Senior Legal Advisor or manager to
whom you are sending it.
- When forwarding an ROP to the Clerk's Office, scan it to the appropriate Clerk
Office team and team leader.
- When forwarding an ROP to another building, scan it to the appropriate
person/location.
Scan In
•
When receiving an ROP, scan it to yourself.

- When a Board Member returns an ROP to you for quick revision (blue slip),
scan it to yourself.
- When moving an ROP from one Board Member's office, if you are not
IMMEDIATELY scanning to another Board Member, scan it to yourself.
When leaving for the day, any ROP remaining on your desk must be scanned to you.

If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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PARALEGAL SCANNING PROTOCOL
Scan Out
•
When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location/person where you are
sending it.
- When sending a case for typing or revision, scan it to the Supervisory Legal
Assistant who handles paralegal cases.
- When placing a case into circulation for J Panel, scan the ROP to the Supervisory
Legal Assistant.
-When sending a case to the Screening Panel for circulation or reassignment, scan
the ROP to the "Screening Panel/ SP In-Box."
- When moving a case to your supervisor's desk or forwarding it to anyone,
scan it to that person.
- When returning a case to the Clerk's Office for a quality problem or continued
processing, scan it to the appropriate Clerk's Office team and team leader.
- When forwarding a case to another building, scan it to the appropriate
person/location.
Scan In
•
When receiving an ROP, scan it to yourself.
- When you receive a case from the Clerk's Office, scan it to yourself.
- When you receive a case from a supervisory legal assistant after typing or
revision, scan it to yourself.
- When receiving a case from anyone (Board Member, Clerk's Office, Screening
Panel, your supervisor, etc.), scan it to yourself.
Flexiplacers:

When you take an ROP home, scan it to your home.
When you return an ROP to the office, scan it to your office .

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF ! T FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.
If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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SENIOR LEGAL ADVISORS/ SENIOR PANEL ATTORNEYS
TEAM LEADERS/SUPERVISORY CASE MANAGEMENT
SPECIALISTS/MANAGEMENT ASSISTANTS /EXECUTIVE OFFICER STAFF
SCANNING PROTOCOL
Scan Out

•

When an ROP leaves your desk, scan it to the location/person where you are
sending it.
- This includes all cases you are sending to a Board Member, attorney manager,
Executive Officer and staff, case management specialist, management assistant,
supervisory legal assistant, staff attorney, legal assistant, Board secretary, Clerk's
Office (e .g. cases with Quality Problem Correction Forms), anyone within EOIR, etc.

Scan In

•

When receiving a case from a Board Member, attorney manager, Executive Officer
and staff, case management specialist, management assistant, supervisory legal
assistant, staff attorney, legal assistant, Board secretary, Clerk's Office, or anyone
within EOIR, etc., scan it to yourself.
Note: SPAs and TLS need not scan in green slip cases on the 24 th floor credenza .
However, any such case that will be taken to your desk, should be scanned to
yourself.

- For the scanning protocol applicable to cases that you may
screening/proposing orders for, refer to the Attorney Scanning Protocol.

be

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF BOTH1FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.

If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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CLERK'S OFFICE SCANNING PROTOCOL

Scan In
When you receive an ROP, scan it to yourself. This means in particular:
- - When you receive an ROP from the Immigration Court in a pending matter, it
must be "received" in BIAP and bar coded.

Note: Each person in the Clerk's Office must have the inventory location in BIAP
set for his or her location, so the ROP will automatically be scanned to the individual
when bar coded. (See screen shot below). The Clerk's Office Team Leaders are
responsible for ensuring the functional level and responsible party is set up as the
auto default for each member on his or her team.
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-- If the ROP is called back from the Court at your request, scan it to yourself when
received.

- - In addition, always scan-in the ROP when:
- -You pull an ROP from a shelf and take it to your desk.
- -You receive the ROP from anyone in the Clerk's Office
- -You receive the ROP from the attorney side of the Board
- -You receive the ROP to set a briefing schedule
- -You receive the ROP to log in a case
- -You receive the ROP to send out the Board's decision
- -You receive the ROP to solve a problem
- -You receive the ROP to write a letter

(Clerk's Office, Continued)
Scan Out
When an ROP leaves your desk or work area, scan the ROP to the location (e.g., file cabinet)
or to the person to whom you are sending it. This includes, but is not limited to, scanning
out when:
- - Sending the ROP to a cabinet.*
- - Sending the ROP to an employee in the Clerk's Office or anywhere else in
BIA (e.g. staff attorney, paralegal, Board Member, etc.)*
- - Sending the ROP to the Immigration Court**
- - Sending the file to any EOIR employee (e.g., FOIA or OGC Unit) outside the
Clerk's Office
When you leave for the day, any ROP remaining on your desk must be scanned to
you.

* To ensure speed ofprocessing in a high volume environment, the clerks need not "scan out" when the
ROP is pulled, processed, and given to the DDD contractor for scanning and filing in the appropriate
cabinet.
** Similarly, after a case is "broken down" and the Board's decision is sent out, the ROP is given to a
contract worker who scans and returns the file to the Immigration Court within 72 hours.

SCANNING REQUIRES CORRECT INPUT OF
T FUNCTIONAL LEVEL AND
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.
If you are unsure of the appropriate Functional Level, please refer to the
attached Functional Level Reference Guide or see your supervisor.
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